The FeoC [4Fe-4S] cluster is redox-active and rapidly oxygen-sensitive
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Abstract

The acquisition of iron is essential to establishing virulence among most pathogens. Under acidic and/or anaerobic conditions, most bacteria utilize the widely-distributed ferrous iron (Fe$^{2+}$) uptake (Feo) system to import metabolically-required iron. The Feo system is inadequately understood at the atomic, molecular, and mechanistic levels, but we do know it is composed of a main membrane component (FeoB) essential for iron translocation, as well as two small, cytosolic proteins (FeoA and FeoC) hypothesized to function as accessories to this process. FeoC has many hypothetical functions, including that of an iron-responsive transcriptional regulator. Here, we demonstrate for the first time that *Escherichia coli* FeoC (*Ec*FeoC) binds an [Fe-S] cluster. Using electronic absorption, X-ray absorption, and electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopies, we extensively characterize the nature of this cluster. Under strictly anaerobic conditions after chemical reconstitution, we demonstrate that *Ec*FeoC binds a redox-active [4Fe-4S]$^{2+/+}$ cluster that is rapidly oxygen-sensitive and decays to a [2Fe-2S]$^{2+}$ cluster ($t_{1/2} \approx 20$ s), similar to the [Fe-S] cluster in the fumarate and nitrate reductase (FNR) transcriptional regulator. We further show that this behavior is nearly identical to the homologous *K. pneumoniae* FeoC, suggesting a redox-active, oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cofactor is a general phenomenon of cluster-binding FeoCs. Finally, in contrast to FNR, we show that [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster binding to FeoC is associated with modest conformational changes of the polypeptide, but not protein dimerization. We thus posit a working hypothesis in which the cluster-binding FeoCs may function as oxygen-sensitive iron sensors that fine-tune pathogenic ferrous iron acquisition.
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Introduction

Iron is an essential element in numerous indispensable biological processes thus necessitating its availability for the survival of virtually every organism.\textsuperscript{1-3} For disease-causing bacteria, the acquisition of iron is an essential virulence factor for the establishment of infection.\textsuperscript{4-6} During this process, the host is typically the source of bacterial iron, where it may be found in multiple oxidation and/or coordination states, necessitating pathogens to adapt to acquire iron in ferric \((\text{Fe}^{3+})\), ferrous \((\text{Fe}^{2+})\), and even chelated forms.\textsuperscript{5-7} Because each oxidation state of iron may have different ligand preferences, metal-ligand distances, and even metal ion lability, bacteria must maintain multiple transport systems to handle these various forms of this vital element. Under oxidizing conditions, siderophore- and/or heme-based acquisition systems are commonly used by many bacteria to stabilize, to solubilize, and to transport ferric iron. Under acidic, micro-aerobic, and/or anaerobic conditions, such as those found in the gut or within biofilms, iron may be prevalent and soluble in the reduced, ferrous form.\textsuperscript{7}

The ferrous iron transport system, also known as Feo, is the predominant prokaryotic \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\) transport pathway. This system is encoded by the \textit{feo} operon (Fig. 1A), which was first discovered in \textit{Escherichia coli} K-12.\textsuperscript{7-9} In many bacteria, upstream of the \textit{feo} operon are binding sites for two transcriptional regulators: the ferric uptake regulator (FUR), a global iron regulator controlling transcription of numerous genes involved in iron utilization and metabolism; and the fumarate and nitrate reductase (FNR) regulator, a global iron-based regulator controlling transcription of genes involved in processes linked to anaerobic metabolism.\textsuperscript{9, 10} Downstream of these transcriptional regulator binding sites in \textit{E. coli} K-12 are encoding regions for three proteins (Fig. 1A): FeoA, a small, cytosolic \(\beta\)-barrel protein thought to be an integral regulatory element; FeoB, a large polytopic membrane protein bearing a N-terminal GTP-binding domain that moves ferrous iron
Figure 1. The Feo system and the structure of *E. coli* FeoC. A. The arrangement of the *feo* operon in *E. coli* K-12, which encodes for three proteins: FeoA, FeoB, FeoC. FeoAp represents the location of the FeoA promoter. To emphasize the co-transcription of the components of the *feo* operon, the physical layout of neighboring genes such as a putative RNA-binding protein (encoded by *yhgF*) and a downstream nuclease (encoded by *rpnA*) is included. B. Cartoon of the Feo system in *E. coli*. FeoA (red) and FeoC (green) are small cytosolic proteins that may function as regulatory accessories to control ferrous (Fe$^{2+}$) iron transport. Movement of ferrous iron across a cellular membrane is accomplished by the large, polytopic membrane protein FeoB (purple). Hydrolysis of GTP to GDP within the N-terminal soluble GTP-binding domain of FeoB (NFeoB, teal) is thought to regulate opening and closing of FeoB, but it is unknown whether this process is driven in an active or facilitated manner. C. Lowest-energy NMR conformer of EcFeoC (PDB ID 1XN7). Labeled regions are: the helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif and the unstructured wing region that contains four Cys residues (Cys$^{56}$, Cys$^{61}$, Cys$^{64}$ and Cys$^{70}$) involved in [Fe-S] cluster binding. The labels “N” and “C” represent the amino and carboxy termini, respectively.
across the membrane; and FeoC, a small, cytosolic winged-helix protein with an unknown function. In a Gram-negative bacterium such as E. coli K-12, these three proteins are thought to function in concert to regulate the movement of ferrous iron into the cytosol to be incorporated into the intracellular labile iron pool (Fig. 1B).  

Although ferric siderophore- and heme-transport systems have been historically recognized as important contributors to bacterial virulence, emerging evidence demonstrates that ferrous iron contributes significantly to the establishment of infection by a wide array of pathogens within mammalian hosts. For example, FeoA and FeoB knockouts in model pathogens have decreased or abrogated growth of several strains. Additionally, gene knockouts of the feo operon native to several human pathogens have either reduced or wholly prevented colonization of these bacteria within mouse, chicken, and/or piglet models, emphasizing the importance of this uptake pathway to bacterial infection within mammals and birds. Organisms whose normal iron homeostasis appears to be dependent either in part or wholly on the Feo system include several acute, and multiple emergent pathogens, such as Campylobacter jejuni, E. coli, Francisella tularensis, Helicobacter pylori, Porphyromonas gingivalis, Shigella flexneri, Vibrio cholerae, and even Yersinia pestis, underscoring the importance of ferrous iron uptake to several disease-causing bacteria. A definitive consensus regarding the contribution of Feo towards virulence and growth of the opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa remains somewhat controversial. However, recent findings have indicated substantive concentrations of ferrous iron (≈ 40 μmol/L) within the sputum of patients suffering from cystic fibrosis, and iron availability is strongly linked to P. aeruginosa biofilm formation, disease progression, and disease severity. Thus it is clear that Feo-mediated ferrous iron uptake contributes
significantly to bacterial virulence, and a greater structural and mechanistic understanding of this system could allow for the rational targeting of Feo for antibacterial developments.

To this end, we initially sought to biochemically, biophysically, and spectroscopically characterize the FeoC component of unknown function from the Gram-negative bacterium *E. coli* K-12 (*EcFeoC*). A prior bioinformatics analysis has suggested that FeoCs are found in approximately 15% of all *feo* operons and are common to γ-proteobacteria. NMR structures of intact *E. coli* (Fig. 1C; PDB ID 1XN7) and *Klebsiella pneumoniae* FeoC (*KpFeoC*; PDB ID 2K02) reveal an overall fold consisting of a LysR-like winged-helix motif, implicating these proteins as potential transcriptional regulators. Within the disordered “wing” of these structures are 4 Cys residues (Fig. 1C) that are strongly conserved and are speculated to bind an [Fe-S] cluster, which could structure this region to drive function. In support of this hypothesis, a study of recombinant *KpFeoC* demonstrated the presence of an [Fe-S] cluster bound to this protein in low yield under aerobic conditions; however, this previous work assigned the *KpFeoC* cluster to an unusual [4Fe-4S]$^{3+}$ high potential iron-sulfur protein (HiPIP)-like state that was exceptionally oxygen-tolerant, leading us to question the validity of this assignment.

In this work, we demonstrate that *EcFeoC* binds an [Fe-S] cluster, and we spectroscopically and biophysically characterize the nature of this cluster. Under strictly anaerobic conditions, we demonstrate that *EcFeoC* binds a redox-active and rapidly oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S]$^{2+/+}$ cluster, in distinct contrast to studies of *KpFeoC*. To rectify this discrepancy, we then spectroscopically and biophysically characterize the nature of the *KpFeoC* [Fe-S] cluster and find it to behave nearly identically to that of *EcFeoC* in our hands. We suggest that previous aerobic handling of the oxygen-sensitive *KpFeoC* may have led to the incorrect cluster assignment. Finally, we show that this cluster binding is associated with modest conformational changes of both *Ec*- and *KpFeoC* but
not protein dimerization, and we speculate how this cluster binding and conformational change may relate to the function of FeoC.
Materials and Methods

Materials. All materials used for buffer preparation, protein expression, and protein purification were purchased from standard commercial suppliers and were used as received. Where indicated, values are reported as the mean ± one standard deviation. Note that certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper to specify the experimental procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

Cloning, Expression, Purification, and Cleavage of Ec- and KpFeoC. DNA encoding for the genes corresponding to FeoC from *Escherichia coli* (strain K-12) (Uniprot identifier P64638) (*EcFeoC*) and from *Klebsiella pneumoniae* (strain 342) (Uniprot identifier B5XTS6) (*KpFeoC*) were commercially synthesized by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ), with additionally engineered DNA sequences encoding for a C-terminal TEV-protease cleavage site (ENLYFQG) or with an additionally engineered DNA sequence encoding for an N-terminal maltose-binding protein sequence (based on P0AEX9: *Escherichia coli* (K-12) *malE* gene product) followed by a Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV)-protease cleavage site. For the former approach, the gene was subcloned into the pET-21a(+) expression plasmid using the NdeI and XhoI restriction sites, encoding for a C-terminal (His)$_6$ affinity tag when read in-frame. For the latter approach, gene was subcloned into the pET-45b(+) expression plasmid using the PmlI and PacI restriction sites, encoding for a N-terminal (His)$_6$ affinity tag followed by maltose-binding protein when read in-frame.

The complete expression plasmid was transformed into chemically competent BL21(DE3) cells, spread onto Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plates supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampicillin (final concentration), and grown overnight at 37 °C. Colonies from these plates served as the source of
E. coli for small-scale starter cultures (generally 100 mL LB supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin as a final concentration). Large-scale expression of each construct was accomplished in 12 baffled flasks each containing 1 L LB supplemented with 100 μg/mL (final concentration) ampicillin and inoculated with a pre-culture. Cells were grown by incubating these flasks at 37 °C with shaking until the optical density at 600 nm (OD₆₀₀) was approximately 0.6 to 0.8. The flasks containing cells and media were then removed from the incubator shaker and chilled to 4 °C in a cold room. After 2 h at 4 °C, protein expression was induced by the addition of isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 1 mmol/L, and the flasks were transferred back to the incubator shaker operating at 18 °C with shaking at 20.9 rad/s (200 rpm). After approximately 18 h to 20 h, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4800×g, 10 min, 4 °C. Cell pellets were subsequently resuspended in resuspension buffer (50 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)) to a concentration of ≈ 0.4 g cells per mL buffer, flash-frozen on N₂(l), and stored at -80 °C until further use.

All steps for the purification of MBP-EcFeoC and MBP-KpFeoC were performed at 4 °C unless otherwise noted. Frozen cells were thawed and stirred at room temperature until the solution was homogeneous. Solid phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF; ≈ 50 mg to 100 mg) was added immediately prior to cellular disruption using a Q700 ultrasonic cell disruptor. Cellular debris was cleared by ultracentrifugation at 163000×g for 1 h. The supernatant was then applied to two tandem 5 mL MBPTrap HP columns that had been pre-equilibrated with 5 column volumes (CVs) of wash buffer (25 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)), 1 mmol/L TCEP). The column was then washed with 20 CVs of wash buffer. Protein was then eluted by wash buffer containing 10 mmol/L maltose. Fractions were concentrated using a 15 mL Amicon 30 kg/mol (30 kDa) molecular-weight cutoff (MWCO) spin concentrator. Protein was then buffer
exchanged in the same spin concentrator by repeated dilution and concentration into TEV protease buffer (50 mmol/L Tris, pH 8.0, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)), 1 mmol/L TCEP, 0.5 mmol/L EDTA). Cleavage, which liberates native FeoC with an additional Gly residue on its N-terminus, was accomplished by mixing ≈ 10 µg TEV protease per ≈ 1 mg of protein, followed by rocking at room temperature overnight. This sample was then applied directly to a 120 mL Superdex 75 gel filtration column that had been pre-equilibrated with 25 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.5, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)), and 1 mmol/L TCEP. The eluted fractions of monomeric FeoC were pooled and concentrated with a 4 mL Amicon 3 kg/mol (3 kDa) MWCO spin concentrator. To verify size, additional size-exclusion experiments were performed in a similar manner but with a 24 mL Superdex 75 column calibrated with low-molecular weight protein standards (MilliporeSigma). Protein concentration was determined using the Lowry assay, and purity was assessed via SDS-PAGE (acrylamide mass fraction of 15%) and Tris-tricine SDS-PAGE (acrylamide mass fraction gradient from 10% to 20%) analyses.

Anaerobic Reconstitution. Samples were reconstituted in an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products, Grass Lake, MI) containing a N₂/H₂ atmosphere and operating at < 7 mg/m³ (5 ppm) O₂. Briefly, protein was brought into the anaerobic chamber and allowed to equilibrate with the anaerobic chamber’s atmosphere overnight at 6 °C with shaking. Protein was then diluted to 100 µmol/L in reconstitution buffer comprising 50 mmol/L MOPS, pH 7.5, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L DTT, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)). 10 mmol/L stock FeCl₃ was first titrated into the apo protein until up to 6 mole equivalents had been added with 10 min shaking at 6 °C between the addition of each mole equivalent of Fe⁺³. 10 mmol/L stock Na₂S was then titrated into the iron-bound protein in the same manner. Afterwards, protein was equilibrated with FeCl₃ and Na₂S for ≈ 2 h at 6 °C with shaking. Particulate matter was removed by first centrifuging at 14000×g
anaerobically for 10 min at 4 °C and then by filtration through a filter with a 0.22 μm pore size. Excess iron and sulfide were removed by buffer exchanging using a 0.5 mL Amicon 3 kg/mol (3 kDa) MWCO spin concentrator at least four times into fresh 50 mmol/L MOPS, pH 7.5, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L DTT, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)). Iron contents were determined as described below.

Iron Content Determination. Iron content was determined spectrophotometrically using a modified version of the ferrozine assay. Briefly, protein was precipitated using 5 mol/L (50 % (v/v)) trichloroacetic acid (TCA). The supernatant was decanted and subsequently neutralized with saturated ammonium acetate. To this solution, excess ascorbic acid and 0.30 mmol/L ferrozine (final concentration) were added. Absorbance measurements of samples made in triplicate were taken at 562 nm. The concentration of Fe$^{2+}$ was then determined assuming a Fe$^{2+}$-ferrozine complex with an extinction coefficient ($\varepsilon_{562}$) of $\approx 28$ L mmol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ (26.98 L mmol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ ± 0.96 L mmol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$)$^{35}$, and these data were corrected against residual iron present in buffer constituents.

Electronic Absorption and Circular Dichroism Spectroscopies. Electronic absorption spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Cary 60 UV-visible spectrophotometer (Agilent). Samples were contained within a 1 cm UV-transparent cuvette, and data were acquired from 800 nm to 250 nm with the instrument set to a spectral bandwidth of 2 nm. Absorption studies designed to follow the oxidation of reconstituted FeoC were performed in two ways, both at room temperature. First, anaerobically reconstituted protein was buffer exchanged into 50 mmol/L MOPS, pH 7.5, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L TCEP, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)) and aliquoted into a UV-transparent cuvette and stoppered inside of an anaerobic chamber. Following removal from the anaerobic chamber, the stopper was removed, the cuvette was flushed with ambient atmosphere, and the oxidation process was monitored by scanning kinetics from 800 nm to 250 nm with spectra
accumulated every 6 s until reactivity appeared to cease (≈ 15 min to 20 min). Second, air-saturated buffer (25 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.5, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5 % (v/v)), and 1 mmol/L TCEP) was sealed inside of a container and brought into an anaerobic chamber. Buffer was mixed with protein in a 1:1 v:v ratio, also contained inside of a septum-sealed cuvette, using a gastight syringe. Once again, the oxidation process was monitored by scanning kinetics from 800 nm to 250 nm with spectra accumulated every 6 s until reactivity appeared to cease (≈ 5 min). Observed kinetic data ($k_{obs}$) were fitted to the following equation:

$$ Abs_t = Abs_\infty + \alpha e^{-kt} $$

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on a nitrogen-flushed Jasco J710 spectropolarimeter operating at room temperature. Samples were contained within a 1.0 cm quartz cuvette, and data were acquired from 400 nm to 190 nm with the instrument set to a spectral bandwidth of 1 nm. Plotted CD data represent the average of 5 scans.

**EPR Spectroscopy.** Samples containing ≈ 100 µmol/L to 600 µmol/L iron (final concentration) in buffer plus 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v)) were aliquoted either aerobically or anaerobically (as warranted) into standard quartz X-band EPR tubes with a 4 mm outer diameter and flash-frozen in N$_2$(l). For whole-cell EPR experiments, cells bearing either the empty pET-45b(+) plasmid or one of the two expression plasmids (either MBP-EcFeoC or MBP-KpFeoC, with and without expression in the presence of IPTG) were grown in the same manner as previously described (*vide supra*). In order to remove adventitious metal bound to the cell surface, cell pellets were washed at least three times by repeated resuspension and centrifugation in cellular resuspension buffer to which 1 mmol/L EDTA had been added. After the final centrifugation step, cells were resuspended to a concentration of ≈ 1.5 g/mL in resuspension buffer without EDTA. The cell suspension was then aliquoted into standard quartz X-band EPR tubes with a 4 mm outer
diameter and flash-frozen in N\textsubscript{2}(l). Spectra were collected at temperatures indicated in the figure legend using a commercial EPR spectrometer system equipped with a high-sensitivity, TE-mode, CW resonator and commercial temperature-control unit. The uncertainty on the reported $g$ values is 0.0005, using the manufacturer-reported field (0.08 mT) and frequency (0.00005 GHz) accuracies. The maximum, minimum and baseline-crossing points of peaks were used to determine magnetic field positions for $g$ values. Calculated $g$ values (from magnetic field values) agree with $g$ values directly reported by the spectral analysis software provided with the commercial instrument to within 0.001.

**X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy.** Samples containing $\approx 0.5$ mmol/L to 2 mmol/L iron (final concentration) in buffer plus 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v)) were aliquoted either aerobically or anaerobically (as warranted) into Lucite cells wrapped with Mylar tape, flash frozen in N\textsubscript{2}(l) and stored at −80 °C until data collection. X-ray absorption data was collected on beamlines 7-3 and 9-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (Menlo Park, CA) as replicates when possible. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of Fe (7210 eV) was measured using a Si 220 monochromator with crystal orientation $\phi = 90^\circ$. Samples were measured as frozen aqueous glasses in 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v)) at 15 K, and the X-ray absorbance was detected as K\textsubscript{a} fluorescence using either a 100-element (beamline 9-3) or 30-element (beamline 7-3) Canberra Ge array detector. A Z-1 metal oxide filter (Mn) and Soller slit assembly were placed in front of the detector to attenuate the elastic scatter peak. A sample-appropriate number of scans of a buffer blank were measured at the absorption edge and subtracted from the raw data to produce a flat pre-edge and eliminate residual Mn K\textsubscript{\beta} fluorescence of the metal oxide filter. Energy calibration was achieved by placing a Fe metal foil between the second and third ionization chamber. Data reduction and background subtraction were performed using EXAFSPAK.$^{37}$ The
data from each detector channel were inspected for drop outs and glitches before being included into the final average. EXAFS simulation was carried out using the program EXCURVE 9.2 as previously described.\textsuperscript{38-40} The quality of the fits was determined using the least-squares fitting parameter, $F$, which is defined as:

$$F^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N} k^6 (\chi_i^{\text{theory}} - \chi_i^{\text{exp}})^2$$

and is referred to as the fit index (FI).

\textit{Dynamic Light Scattering Studies}. Intensity, volume, and number distributions relating to the diameters of apo and [4Fe-4S]-bound FeoC forms (assumed to be perfect spheres in solution) were analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) spectroscopy. DLS measurements were performed at room temperature with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS equipped with a 633 nm He–Ne laser and operating at an angle of 173°. Protein samples, typically $\approx$ 400 $\mu$mol/L to 900 $\mu$mol/L, were prepared anaerobically in a septum-stoppered low-volume quartz cuvette at room temperature. Data are the average of three replicate scans performed on at least two independent protein preparations. Dispersities ($D$) had prep-to-prep variations but were generally in a range of $\approx$ 0.1 to 0.2, indicating uniform dispersity, correlating well with our size-exclusion analyses (\textit{vide supra}).
Results

Expression and purification of EcFeoC.

Due to the small size of EcFeoC (≈ 9 kg/mol, 9 kDa), we needed to explore several methods to express and to purify this protein. Our initial approach was one in which we cloned the gene corresponding to EcFeoC (Uniprot ID: P64638) into the IPTG-inducible pET-21a(+) expression plasmid with a cleavable, C-terminal (His)$_6$ tag (MW ≈ 10 kg/mol, 10 kDa). Despite exhaustive efforts to express this tagged protein, including multiple expression temperatures, times, and media, we were unable to observe appreciable accumulation of this expression construct in either the soluble or membrane-bound fractions within E. coli as the expression host. Therefore, we created a new expression construct encoding for a maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion that we subcloned into the IPTG-inducible pET-45b(+) expression plasmid. This final expression construct encodes for an N-terminal (His)$_6$ tag tethered to MBP with a TEV protease site immediately preceding EcFeoC (i.e., H$_2$N-(His)$_6$-MBP-TEV-FeoC-COOH) (Fig. 2A). Expression of this construct was robust within E. coli under numerous conditions, and this construct was found chiefly within the soluble fraction of the cell lysate. We then took advantage of the MBP moiety of this construct for protein purification, and after a single round of affinity chromatography, we were able to purify our MBP-EcFeoC fusion to high purity (estimated to be > 95%; Fig. 2) and excellent yields (> 100 mg/L of cell culture) (Fig. S1A).

After our initial round of purification, we isolated EcFeoC from MBP by TEV protease cleavage and subsequent size-exclusion chromatography (SEC; Fig. 2B). After overnight incubation with the protease, complete cleavage of the starting protein construct was evident (Fig. S1A), yielding the nearly native EcFeoC protein with a single additional Gly residue on the N-terminus. We then separated cleaved EcFeoC from His-tagged MBP and TEV protease by size-
exclusion chromatography (SEC) on Superdex 75 (Fig. 2B; Fig. S1B). This final step yielded highly pure, monomeric EcFeoC in good yield (Fig. 2C). To verify that our cleaved EcFeoC construct was not unfolded after TEV protease treatment and MBP separation, we measured its...
far-UV circular dichroism (CD) spectrum, which displayed the expected mixture of α helices, β strands, and random coil, instead of an unfolded state (Fig. S2).

*Aerobically isolated MBP-EcFeoC contains degradation products of a [4Fe-4S] cluster.*

Aerobically-purified MBP-EcFeoC expressed in unsupplemented LB medium bore a red-brown color that became increasingly more intense.

---

**Figure 3.** Electronic absorption spectroscopy of EcFeoC species suggests the presence of [Fe-S] clusters. **A.** Absorption spectrum of the MBP-EcFeoC fusion protein aerobically as-isolated. **B.** Absorption spectrum of the cleaved apo EcFeoC protein. **C.** Absorption spectrum of the cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC protein. Solutions were kept at room temperature in a UV-transparent cuvette, and protein concentrations were generally 1 µmol/L to 20 µmol/L. Sample **A** was in MBP elution buffer, sample **B** was in TEV cleavage buffer, and sample **C** was in anaerobic reconstitution buffer (see Materials and Methods). Absorption data are normalized to the most intense band corresponding to the protein absorbance (280 nm), and each inset displays the full spectrum of each sample.
during protein concentration, common to many [Fe-S] clusters. Metal analysis alone (iron content of \((0.23 \pm 0.02)\) ions per polypeptide, where the error is one standard deviation (confidence interval of 68.2\%), derived from replicate experiments) was unable to assign the composition of the [Fe-S] cluster due to the presence of apo protein. However, most [Fe-S] clusters exhibit spectroscopic signatures that are indicative of the species that may be present.\(^{41, 42}\) The MBP-\(Ec\)FeoC electronic absorption spectrum (Fig. 3A; \(\lambda_{\text{max}}\) of 330 nm and 418 nm with broad, overlapping peaks from 500 nm to 600 nm) bears a similarity to the previously reported spectrum of \(Kp\)FeoC,\(^{34}\) which was also shown to bind an [Fe-S] cluster; however, while the spectrum of \(Kp\)FeoC had been attributed to the presence of an unusual oxygen-stable [4Fe-4S]\(^{3+}\) HiPIP cluster,\(^{34}\) the electronic absorption spectral signatures of both proteins are distinctly different from purely [4Fe-4S] or [2Fe-2S] clusters, potentially indicating multiple species.\(^{43}\)

To probe the identity of the species in the MBP-\(Ec\)FeoC fusion construct, we analyzed the X-ray absorption (XAS) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of this aerobically-isolated construct (Figs. 4A, 5A). Because both types of spectroscopy are sensitive to the nature, number, and types of nearest-neighbor ligands, as well as the oxidation state and number of unpaired electrons on the iron centers, these approaches can function to differentiate various cluster compositions from one another. Simulations of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data of MBP-\(Ec\)FeoC taken at the Fe edge reveal only S-based environments as the nearest neighbor ligands with an average distance of \(0.226 \text{ nm} \pm 0.005 \text{ nm} (2.26 \text{ Å} \pm 0.05 \text{ Å})\) (Fig. 4A and inset; Table 1), consistent with the presence of an [Fe-S] cluster. The involvement of any and all Cys residues must come from the \(Ec\)FeoC moiety (containing exactly four Cys residues: Cys\(^{56}\), Cys\(^{61}\), Cys\(^{64}\) and Cys\(^{70}\), all numbered based on native \(Ec\)FeoC), as there are no other Cys residues within the fusion construct, and mutations encoding for Cys-Ala variant proteins analyzed
by Hsueh et al. have shown that these analogous residues play essential roles in Fe binding to the KpFeoC homolog. Furthermore, there is no indication of O/N-nearest neighbor ligands, precluding the involvement of the His tag in Fe binding. Furthermore, the presence of a fraction of a higher-order cluster is suggested, as long-range scattering interactions of an Fe-Fe vector are observed and fitted to a distance of 0.272 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.72 Å ± 0.05 Å) (Fig. 4A, Table 1). To probe the [Fe-S] compositions further, continuous wave (CW) X-band EPR spectroscopy was used, which indicates an admixture of different clusters. When analyzed over a range of 400 mT, the as-isolated, aerobic form of MBP-EcFeoC has a single, strong EPR signal at $g \approx 4.3$ (Fig. 5A) at multiple temperatures, almost identical to the signal seen in oxidized rubredoxins\(^{44}\) (i.e., [Fe\(^{3+}\)(Cys)$_4$]), which is confirmed by our EXAFS data and indicates specific rather than adventitious interactions of Fe and the MBP-EcFeoC fusion. To probe whether this rubredoxin-like species is operative inside of the recombinant host, we analyzed the whole-cell EPR spectrum.

![Figure 4](image-url)
of *E. coli* cells grown aerobically and bearing either the empty plasmid or the expression plasmid encoding MBP-*EcFeoC*, in the presence and absence of IPTG. Under all conditions tested, we
Figure 5. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy indicates the identity of the observed [Fe-S] clusters in EcFeoC. Continuous-wave (CW) X-band EPR spectra of MBP-EcFeoC as-isolated (A), MBP-EcFeoC reduced with sodium dithionite (B), cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC (C), and cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC reduced with sodium dithionite (D). Samples A and B were in 25 mmol/L Tris buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L maltose, 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v) ethylene glycol), and 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v) glycerol) ± 1 mmol/L sodium dithionite, respectively. Samples C and D were in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L DTT, and 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v) ethylene glycol) ± 1 mmol/L sodium dithionite, respectively. Samples A and C are plotted on identical scales, and samples B and D are plotted on identical scales. Spectral parameters were as follows: (A) 20 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 117.19 ms, microwave power = 9.5 mW, 4 scans (B) 20 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 87.89 ms, microwave power = 9.5 mW, 16 scans (C) 6 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points; conversion time = 117.19 ms, microwave power = 4.7 mW, 1 scan (D) 6 K, modulation amplitude 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 87.89 ms, microwave power = 1.9 mW, 16 scans. A cavity contaminant marked by an asterisk (*) at ≈ 335 mT (g ≈ 2.005) was observed even after background subtraction in all spectra.
observed no evidence for the signal at $g \approx 4.3$ (data not shown), indicating that this species is likely created during the aerobic purification process. Anaerobic addition of a solution of sodium dithionite rapidly bleached the visible electronic absorption spectrum of purified MBP-\textit{EcFeoC} (Fig. S3), caused the loss of this rubredoxin-like signal at $g \approx 4.3$, and gave rise to a weak rhombic EPR signal with $g$ values of approximately 2.04, 1.93, and 1.89 (Fig. 5B). These values are similar to those observed for reduced [4Fe-4S]$^+$ clusters,\textsuperscript{45, 46} indicating that some [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ (EPR-silent until reduction to the +1 state) is present even after aerobic purification. Importantly, we observe no spectral evidence for the presence of a HiPIP cluster in our MBP-\textit{EcFeoC} construct under oxidizing or reducing conditions for our purified protein or for our whole-cell analyses, as was previously suggested.\textsuperscript{47} Taken together, it is clear that the aerobically-isolated MBP-\textit{EcFeoC} fusion purifies as an admixture of a rubredoxin-like cluster (likely deriving from decomposition of the higher-order [4Fe-4S] species) and a low amount of [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$. Additionally, because our whole-cell EPR experiments show no discernible rhombic EPR signal attributable to the [4Fe-4S]$^+$ $S=\frac{1}{2}$ species, we surmise that the EPR-silent [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster is present in this construct when expressed within the \textit{E. coli} host prior to cell lysis and aerobic purification.

\textit{Anaerobic reconstitution of cleaved EcFeoC yields a [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster.}

Because [Fe-S] clusters may be oxygen sensitive and subject to oxidative degradation,\textsuperscript{48} because we observed sub-stoichiometric loading of our MBP-\textit{EcFeoC} fusion, and because our spectral characterization suggested the presence of a degraded cluster, we chose to anaerobically reconstitute our cleaved \textit{EcFeoC} construct, which very closely mimics the native \textit{EcFeoC} form. During the cleavage process, the TEV protease and fusion construct are both mixed in a buffer containing EDTA; however, after cleavage and separation, \textit{EcFeoC} still retains a small amount of iron that was not chelated during this process (0.04 ions ± 0.02 ions per polypeptide), which gives
rise to the weak shoulder in the electronic absorption of the cleaved protein at $\lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 330$ nm (Fig. 3B). We then reconstituted the now-cleaved EcFeoC (100 µmol/L final concentration) by incubation with up to 6 mole equivalents of Fe$^{3+}$ (600 µmol/L final concentration) followed by 6 mole equivalents of S$^{2-}$ (600 µmol/L final concentration) with the cleaved protein. After centrifugation, filtration, and several rounds of buffer exchanges, the reconstituted protein bore a golden yellow color with a single $\lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 400$ nm ($\varepsilon \approx 3,500$ M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$/molar equivalent iron) in the visible region. The electronic absorption spectrum of reconstituted cleaved EcFeoC (Fig. 3C; Fig. S4) is distinct from the MBP-EcFeoC (Fig. 3A), but bears a remarkable similarity to the [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$-bound forms of FNR$^{49,50}$ and Endo III$^{51}$. Furthermore, the estimated molar absorptivity falls within the accepted range of proteins bound to a [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster$^{52,53}$, strongly suggesting a similar cluster composition bound to EcFeoC. However, metal stoichiometry displayed prep-to-prep variation, with our best preps containing $\approx 3$ Fe ions per polypeptide (2.6 ions ± 0.5 ions).

To confirm the presence of a [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster and not a [3Fe-4S]$^{+}$ cluster, we then recorded and analyzed the XAS and EPR spectra of reconstituted EcFeoC. The Fe edge EXAFS spectrum and best fits of anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC are shown in Fig. 4B and inset. Simulations of the EXAFS data again reveal only S-based environments as the nearest neighbor ligands with an average distance of 0.226 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.26 Å ± 0.05 Å) (Fig. 4B and inset, Table 1). The total Fe-S interactions are best fitted with a coordination number of 4, and long-range scattering interactions representing 1 Fe-Fe vector at 0.254 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.54 Å ± 0.05 Å) and 2 Fe-Fe vectors at 0.271 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.71 Å ± 0.05 Å) are now present (Fig. 4B and inset, Table 1), all consistent with the [4Fe-4S] designation and based on previous literature.$^{54}$ CW X-band EPR spectroscopy confirms this assignment and identifies the isolated form of anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC as a [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster. The as-isolated form of reconstituted
EcFeoC has no EPR signal when analyzed over a range of 400 mT (Fig. 5C) at multiple temperature ranges, indicating that the cluster is in its oxidized state (i.e., [4Fe-4S]^{2+}) and that no [3Fe-4S]^+ nor any other EPR-active species are present. Anaerobic addition of a solution of sodium dithionite bleached the visible electronic absorption spectrum of reconstituted EcFeoC and gave rise to only a narrow S=\frac{1}{2} rhombic EPR signal with two distinct g values of approximately 2.04, 1.93, and a third g value at approximately 1.89 (Fig. 5D), very similar to other proteins that bind a [4Fe-4S]^+ cluster after chemical reduction.\textsuperscript{45, 46} Thus, these data clearly indicate that anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC binds a redox-active [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} cluster (not a HiPIP cluster) and, based on our Fe-to-polypeptide stoichiometry, suggest $\approx 75$% cluster incorporation.

The EcFeoC [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster is oxygen-sensitive.

Given the striking similarity of the spectral properties of EcFeoC and the cluster-binding transcriptional regulator FNR, we wondered whether reconstituted EcFeoC would be oxygen-sensitive in a similar manner. This curiosity was further stimulated by the previous suggestion the KpFeoC bore a HiPIP cluster with long-lived oxygen insensitivity ($t_{1/2} \approx 14$ h; i.e., $\approx 804$ min).\textsuperscript{34} After exchanging into a buffer containing TCEP to prevent competitive chelation of DTT, we removed samples of our anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC bearing [4Fe-4S]^{2+} out of the glovebox and simply exposed the sample to ambient conditions while monitoring the electronic absorption features (Fig. S5A). Clearly divergent from KpFeoC, upon exposure of EcFeoC to air, we observed an isosbestic conversion of the electronic absorption features that indicated rapid ($\approx 15$ min for complete conversion) oxidative degradation of a [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster (starting) to a distinctive [2Fe-2S]^{2+} cluster (final),\textsuperscript{50, 55, 56} nicely mirroring the spectral behavior of FNR under similar conditions, albeit more slowly.\textsuperscript{50, 56} The kinetics of this process are complex and include an initial lag phase (Fig. S5B), prompting us to wonder whether this slowly, multi-phasic process
might be due to the limited oxygen diffusion into our previously anaerobic sample. To test this hypothesis, we repeated our cluster oxidation by mixing our anaerobic protein with air-saturated buffer in a 1:1 v:v ratio (estimated \([O_2]_{\text{final}} \approx 200 \text{ µmol/L at room temperature}\). We noted a more rapid conversion from the \([4\text{Fe-4S}]^{2+}\) to the \([2\text{Fe-2S}]^{2+}\) cluster form (\(\approx 5\) min for complete conversion, Fig. 6A and inset), which we fitted to a single exponential decay (Fig. 6B) with a \(k_{\text{obs}}\) of \((0.037 \pm 0.010) \text{ s}^{-1}\) representing a \(t_{1/2}\) of \((19 \pm 4.8) \text{ s}\). These results are in excellent agreement with those observed for the oxidation of FNR under \(O_2\)-saturated conditions, in which a \(k_{\text{obs}} \approx 0.04 \text{ s}^{-1}\) (\(t_{1/2} \approx 10.2 \text{ s}\)) was reported.\(^{56}\) Given the striking similarities between the two, we assume that the oxidative degradation of EcFeoC follows a similar pattern as FNR in which the \([4\text{Fe-4S}]^{2+}\) cluster decomposition proceeds through a transient \([3\text{Fe-4S}]\) cluster prior to formation of \([2\text{Fe-2S}]^{2+};^{50}\)
however, we have yet to detect a spectroscopic signal diagnostic of a [3Fe-4S] cluster, which will require further investigation. Nevertheless, our data demonstrate that EcFeoC [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster is rapidly oxygen sensitive, strongly divergent from the previously reported behavior of KpFeoC. KpFeoC also binds a redox-active, oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S] cluster

To rectify our results on EcFeoC with those of the previous results on KpFeoC, we cloned, expressed and purified an MBP-KpFeoC fusion construct in an identical manner to that of MBP-EcFeoC. The MBP-KpFeoC construct expressed and purified to comparable final yields and purities as those of the MBP-EcFeoC fusion (Fig. S6). Similarly, the purified MBP-KpFeoC protein was colored (red-brown), had a sub-stoichiometric amount of iron bound (0.22 ions ± 0.19 ions per polypeptide), and an electronic absorption spectrum nearly identical to that of MBP-EcFeoC (Fig. S7). The aerobically-purified MBP-KpFeoC also displayed a strong, axial EPR signal at $g = 4.30$ with an additional weak signal at $g \approx 9.60$ (Fig. S8A) almost identical to the signal seen for MBP-EcFeoC. Upon addition of sodium dithionite to the aerobically-purified MBP-KpFeoC, the rubredoxin-like signal at $g = 4.3$ disappeared and gave rise to a weak rhombic EPR signal with $g$ values of approximately 2.03, 1.94, and 1.90 (Fig. S8B), nearly identical to the [4Fe-4S]^{+} seen in cleaved, anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC. Additionally, whole-cell EPR experiments of overexpressed MBP-KpFeoC show no discernible rhombic EPR signal attributable to the [4Fe-4S]^{+} $S=\frac{1}{2}$ species (data not shown), leading us to the conclusion that the EPR-silent [4Fe-4S]^{2+} is also operative for KpFeoC within the cellular environment.

To test whether KpFeoC would bind a redox-active [4Fe-4S] cluster like EcFeoC, we sought to cleave and to reconstitute KpFeoC anaerobically. Cleavage of MBP-KpFeoC was accomplished in the same manner as MBP-EcFeoC, and analysis of KpFeoC on analytical Superdex 75 SEC yielded highly pure protein (Fig. S6) with an apparent MW of $\approx 12000$ g/mol.
This higher MW deviates slightly from ideality when assuming a typical globular
protein, but it is expected for a protein with a highly unstructured and dynamic domain, like the wing of the winged-helix motif of *KpFeoC*. Anaerobic reconstitution was performed in the same manner as cleaved *EcFeoC*, resulting in a deeply golden-yellow protein with \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 400 \text{ nm} \) (\( \varepsilon \approx 3,500 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1}/\text{molar equivalent iron} \)) (Fig. 7A and Fig. S9) with significantly increased iron content (1.77 ions per polypeptide ± 0.14 ions per polypeptide). This spectrum is again nearly identical to the [4Fe-4S]^{2+}-bearing proteins, which is confirmed by EXAFS and EPR analyses. Simulations of EXAFS data reveal 4 S-based environments as the nearest neighbor ligands with an average distance of 0.231 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.31 Å ± 0.05 Å) (Fig. 7B and inset, Table 1). Long-range scattering interactions representing 2 Fe-Fe vectors at 0.272 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.72 Å ± 0.05 Å) and 1 Fe-Fe vector at 0.285 nm ± 0.005 nm (2.85 Å ± 0.05 Å) are present (Fig. 7B and inset, Table 1), consistent with the [4Fe-4S] designation and based on previous literature, and suggesting a lower asymmetry in the geometry of this cubane-like cluster, distinct from *EcFeoC*. Confirming this assignment, addition of sodium dithionite to the reconstituted, EPR-silent *KpFeoC* protein (Fig. S8C) removed all visible electronic absorption spectral features and gave rise to a single, narrow rhombic EPR signal with distinct \( g \) values of 2.04, 1.95, and 1.89 (Fig. 7C), shifted slightly from those of *EcFeoC* but still indicating the presence of only the [4Fe-4S]^+ cluster. Under no conditions tested did we observe any spectral features indicating the presence of the previously suggested HiPIP-like cluster. Rather, in our hands, reconstituted *KpFeoC* clearly binds a redox-active [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} cluster akin to *EcFeoC*.

We finally sought to examine if the reconstituted *KpFeoC* [4Fe-4S] cluster would be sensitive to the presence of oxygen. To test whether this were the case with cleaved, anaerobically-reconstituted *KpFeoC*, we again mixed our [4Fe-4S]^{2+}-bound form of *KpFeoC* with air-saturated buffer and analyzed the electronic absorption signatures of the cluster. In a rapid manner mirroring
the behavior of EcFeoC, we noted reactivity as the spectral features indicative of the [4Fe-4S]^{2+}
cluster were quickly converted to those of the [2Fe-2S]^{2+} form (Fig. 7D). We fitted these data to a
depseudo first-order decay with a $k_{obs}$ of $(0.030 \pm 0.020)$ s$^{-1}$ and extracted a $t_{1/2}$ of $(34 \pm 15)$ s (Fig. 7D inset), comparable to that of EcFeoC. These results stand in marked contrast to the previous study of KpFeoC, which demonstrated an estimated $t_{1/2} \approx 14$ h (i.e., $\approx 804$ min). Thus, it appears that anaerobically-reconstituted FeoCs may have generally oxygen-sensitive clusters, whereas the previous results may have been observing reactivity of a degraded form of the KpFeoC cluster.

*The FeoC [4Fe-4S] cluster alters protein conformation but not protein oligomerization.*

Despite unambiguous evidence that both EcFeoC and KpFeoC bind [4Fe-4S]^{2+} clusters, metal analyses suggested sub-optimal anaerobic reconstitution ($\approx 75\%$ and $\approx 50\%$ reconstitution, respectively). While it is not uncommon to produce apo protein during chemical reconstitution, this stoichiometry could indicate that binding of the [4Fe-4S] cluster initiates dimerization (i.e., one [4Fe-4S] cluster per dimer), which we considered. Our studies of cleaved, aerobic apo Ec and KpFeoCs indicate that the proteins migrate via gel filtration with apparent molecular masses roughly consistent with monomeric protein under aerobic conditions and in the presence (or absence) of reductant. However, due to experimental limitations and the rapid sensitivity to oxygen of our anaerobically reconstituted [4Fe-4S]^{2+} forms (*vide supra*), we could not repeat this experiment in the same manner. To circumvent this issue, we turned to dynamic light scattering (DLS), which we could adapt to anaerobic conditions in order to compare the size distribution of Ec and KpFeoCs in solution prior and after anaerobic reconstitution.

The results of our DLS studies support a change in protein conformation upon cluster binding, but our data are inconsistent with a model of cluster-mediated dimerization. DLS analysis
of cleaved EcFeoC by intensity (Fig. 8C) indicates high monodispersity with only minimal aggregation. When calculated by volume (Fig. 8B) or by number (Fig. 8A), the size distribution is dominated by scattering of a narrow ensemble of particles < 10 nm in diameter. Based on number, the distribution of cleaved apo EcFeoC in solution is calculated to have an ideal globular shape with a range of diameters ≈ 2.9 nm to 3.4 nm (29 Å to 34 Å). While it is known from NMR studies that the EcFeoC protomer has an elongated rather than a globular shape (PDB ID 1XN7), this value is a useful benchmark to compare the behavior of the reconstituted protein. Even if a large

Figure 8. EcFeoC does not dimerize in the presence of the [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster. Representative dynamic light scattering (DLS) data of apo (dashed) and [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$-bound forms (solid) of EcFeoC plotted as number (A), volume (B), or intensity (C) versus globular diameter, clearly demonstrating the cluster-bound form assumes a more compact shape than the apo form of EcFeoC. Samples were in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, and 1 mmol/L DTT at room temperature.
amount of surface were buried, one would expect dimerization to increase the size of the DLS particle distribution modestly after anaerobic reconstitution if cluster-mediated oligomerization were operative. In fact, we observe exactly the opposite: upon reconstitution to the [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ EcFeoC form, the uniformity remains comparable (Fig. 8C), while the calculated size distributions by volume (Fig. 8B) or by number (Fig. 8A) decrease modestly. Calculated based on number, the globular diameter of the anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC has contracted in size to ≈ 0.21 nm to 0.25 nm (21 Å to 25 Å). Similar behavior is observed for KpFeoC (Fig. S10): When analyzed by number, the DLS signature of cleaved, apo KpFeoC is dominated by a diameter distribution centered at 2.8 nm ± 0.66 nm (28 Å ± 6.6 Å) (Fig. S10, top panel). We then repeated the measurements with the [4Fe-4S]-bound form of KpFeoC and found minimal changes in the DLS signature analyzed by number: holo KpFeoC is dominated by a slightly contracted diameter distribution centered at 2.3 nm ± 0.68 nm (23 Å ± 6.8 Å). This behavior indicates only a modest change in the solution-state behavior of both apo and holo FeoCs, suggesting the protein slightly changes conformation but remains monomeric upon cluster binding.

We attempted to do the same measurement after exposure of [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ FeoCs to oxygen to generate the [2Fe-2S]$^{2+}$ forms; however, the analysis was hindered by the formation of an FeS$_{(h)}$ decomposition product of the oxidized [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ form that dominated the DLS measurements. Instead, we analyzed the more oxygen-stable [2Fe-2S]$^{2+}$ FeoC forms via SEC and noted a nearly identical retention volume (i.e., size) to that of cleaved apo FeoCs prior to reconstitution (Fig. S11). Thus, our data indicate that FeoCs remain monomeric in all three oxidized forms studied here (apo, [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$, and [2Fe-2S]$^{2+}$), consistent with FeoCs lacking any obvious dimerization domain, while it appears that binding of the [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster compacts the conformation of cluster-bound FeoC compared to the apo form.
Discussion

In this work, we demonstrate that EcFeoC binds an [Fe-S] cluster, and we have characterized the physical and electronic nature of this cluster extensively. When isolated aerobically, we show that the MBP-EcFeoC fusion has combined spectral properties consistent with a mixture of redox-active [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} and rubredoxin-like clusters. We believe that the rubredoxin-like cluster derives from oxidative degradation of the [4Fe-4S] cluster during aerobic protein purification (Fig. 9), and this assertion is supported by a combination of electronic absorption, EPR, and X-ray absorption spectroscopies.

![Diagram of Fe-S clusters](image)

**Figure 9.** The observed forms of the redox-active, oxygen-sensitive cluster in EcFeoC. Under strictly anaerobic conditions (such as those that may be operative within E. coli during anaerobic growth), a [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} cluster is observed. Upon reaction with oxygen-replete buffer, the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} rapidly decays to a [2Fe-2S]^{2+} cluster. After prolonged exposure to oxygen, a rubredoxin-like decay product (i.e., [Fe^{3+}(Cys)_4]) is observed. Unlike FNR, we have yet to observe a [3Fe-4S]^{3+} cluster bound to EcFeoC (indicated by the presence of brackets), but we surmise the transformation from [4Fe-4S]^{2+} to [2Fe-2S]^{2+} contains this transient species. This oxygen-responsive cluster disassembly may represent the behavior EcFeoC undergoes in vivo during the organism’s transition from anaerobic growth to aerobic growth.

Anaerobic reconstitution of the cleaved EcFeoC demonstrates definitive spectral evidence for the binding of a redox-active [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} cluster, and we suggest this cluster composition is likely more operative within the prokaryotic cell under anaerobic and/or acidic conditions in which environmental Fe^{2+} is more prevalent and the feo operon is upregulated.\(^{4,7}\) This [4Fe-4S] cluster is also oxygen-sensitive, and our spectral data indicate a rapid (≈ 5 min for complete conversion)
oxygen-mediated decomposition of the $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+}$ cluster to a $[2\text{Fe}-2\text{S}]^{2+}$ cluster. The observed $Ec\text{FeoC}$ behavior is strongly reminiscent of the behavior of the transcriptional regulator FNR,\textsuperscript{50} which also displays oxidative degradation of its $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]$ cluster as a transcriptional response. However, divergent from FNR, we do not observe cluster-mediated dimerization;\textsuperscript{50} rather, our DLS data suggest that $Ec\text{FeoC}$ remains monomeric but changes conformation upon cluster binding in solution, consistent with FeoCs lacking any obviously identifiable dimerization domains common to many transcriptional regulators.

In our hands, we observe nearly identical behavior between $Ec\text{FeoC}$ and $Kp\text{FeoC}$, which stands in strong contrast to a previous spectroscopic study of $Kp\text{FeoC}$.\textsuperscript{34} In the previous work, the authors demonstrated that a tagged form of $Kp\text{FeoC}$ purified with a sub-stoichiometric (less than 10%) admixture of multiple $[\text{Fe-S}]$ cluster forms.\textsuperscript{34} Based on EPR spectra and electronic absorption data, it was previously concluded that the as-isolated $Kp\text{FeoC}$ cluster was enriched in an unusual $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{3+}$ HiPIP form that could also access the $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+/+}$ redox states, and that this HiPIP cluster could have functional relevance.\textsuperscript{34} This conclusion seems extremely unusual for a $\gamma$-proteobacterium such as $K.\ pneumoniae$, as HiPIP clusters are commonly found in photosynthetic and denitrifying bacteria because of their extremely positive reduction potentials ($ca. +50$ mV to $+500$ mV).\textsuperscript{59, 60} This highly-elevated redox potential is often used to drive electron transport within the respiratory and photosynthetic electron chains\textsuperscript{60} and/or iron oxidation\textsuperscript{61}, precisely the opposite function of the Feo system, which maintains reduced iron stores. However, the electronic absorption and EPR data of $Kp\text{FeoC}$ presented previously are inconsistent with any sort of $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]$ designation. For example, the aerobically-isolated electronic absorption of $Kp\text{FeoC}$ is distinct from spectra of pure $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+}$ or $[2\text{Fe}-2\text{S}]^{2+}$ clusters, and instead suggests the presence of a mixture of species similar to our MBP-$Ec\text{FeoC}$ construct.\textsuperscript{34} Furthermore, previously aerobically-
isolated *KpFeoC* demonstrated an extremely weak, rhombic CW X-band EPR spectrum with \( g_1 = 2.060 \) and two overlapping values of \( g_2/g_3 = 2.007 \), with an increase in intensity with only a very modest shift upon dithionite reduction.\(^{34} \) The shape of the spectrum and the narrow spread of the \( g \) values are more often observed in the common \([2\text{Fe-2S}]+\) ferredoxin-like or \([4\text{Fe-4S}]+\) cluster forms\(^{45} \) rather than the much rarer \([4\text{Fe-4S}]^{3+}\) HiPIP form, which typically displays an axial spectrum of \( g_1 \approx 2.12 \) and \( g_2/g_3 \approx 2.03.\(^{47} \) Only a narrow EPR window (\( \approx 280 \text{ mT to 400 mT} \)) was previously reported for *KpFeoC*, so it is unclear whether any additional features at \( g \approx 4.3 \) were present. Given the low percentage of cluster loading, the aerobic handling of a clearly oxygen-sensitive protein (as shown in this study), and the spectral features that are inconsistent with a [4Fe-4S] cluster, we believe that these data were previously used to incorrectly assign a HiPIP [4Fe-4S]\(^{3+}\) cluster to *KpFeoC*. Based on our data, we propose that a redox-active, oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S]\(^{2+/+}\) species is a common feature of cluster-binding FeoCs.

Despite the noteworthy presence of a [4Fe-4S] cluster, the exact function of FeoC remains to be seen. Based on our current data and in conjunction with previous observations, we posit a working hypothesis in which the cluster-binding FeoCs may function as *in vivo* iron sensors. As FeoB-mediated ferrous iron import increases the labile ferrous iron pool within the cytosol, FeoC could receive iron directly from FeoB and become replete with its [4Fe-4S] cluster. Based on our data, this binding is associated with conformational changes of the FeoC polypeptide, most likely within the “wing” of the winged-helix motif, which is otherwise disordered (i.e., extremely dynamic) in the apo form based on its NMR structure (Fig. 1C). This binding could also be reversible through an oxygen-mediated degradation pathway, as we observe in our *in vitro* studies.

This sensor hypothesis could be used to control Feo function at any of several levels. For example, FeoC could target the *feo* operon specifically for repression in lieu of upstream
dissociation of the global regulator FNR, which is driving transcription of multiple anaerobic processes across the cellular landscape. Studies on the mutation of the Y. pestis feoC gene support this theory, as this mutant displayed overexpression of feoA and feoB genes, and there is a promoter region that overlaps with fnr for which no regulator has been identified. However, in our hands FeoC appears to remain monomeric in the presence of its cluster, which is unusual although not unheard of for transcriptional regulators. Alternatively, FeoC could function as part of the larger Feo complex, which could be dynamic under changing cellular conditions in cooperation with FeoB. Support that FeoC is part of the larger complex is found in the KpNFeoB-KpFeoC co-crystal structure (although the [Fe-S] cluster is absent), and in studies on V. cholerae Feo system, that have shown that FeoA/B/C interact (although VcFeoC is one of only a handful of FeoCs that lack the necessary cluster-binding residues). Finally, cluster binding could control the targeting of the Feo proteins for proteolytic degradation, as has been suggested based on studies in S. enterica. As it stands, it is difficult to rule out any of these possible functions. However, our ability to produce stable, cluster-bound FeoCs in the absence of oxygen has now set the stage to probe whether interactions with DNA, RNA, or other components of the Feo system may be regulated functionally by the oxidation state and composition of the [Fe-S] cluster, representing an exciting avenue of future research.
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CW X-band EPR spectra of as-isolated MBP-\textit{Kp}FeoC prior to and post reduction with sodium dithionite, as well as cleaved, reconstituted $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+} \text{Kp}FeoC$ prior to reduction with sodium dithionite (Fig. S8)

Molar absorptivity data of cleaved, reconstituted $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+} \text{Kp}FeoC$ (Fig. S9)

DLS data on apo and cleaved, reconstituted $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+} \text{Kp}FeoC$ (Fig. S10)

SEC analyses of FeoC after cluster conversion of $[4\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+}$ to $[2\text{Fe}-4\text{S}]^{2+}$ (Fig. S11)

**Accession Codes**

\textit{Ec}FeoC: Uniprot identifier P64638

\textit{Kp}FeoC: Uniprot identifier B5XTS6

\textit{Ec}MBP: Uniprot identifier P0AEX9
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Table 1. Fits obtained for the Fe K-EXAFS of the as-isolated MBP-\textit{EcFeoC}, cleaved anaerobically reconstituted \textit{EcFeoC}, and cleaved anaerobically reconstituted \textit{KpFeoC} by curve fitting using the program EXCURVE 9.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample/fit</th>
<th>Fit index(^a)</th>
<th>No(^b)</th>
<th>R(^c) (nm)</th>
<th>DW(^d) (nm(^2))</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>R (nm)</th>
<th>DW (nm(^2))</th>
<th>E(_{\text{e}^e})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBP-\textit{EcFeoC}</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaved reconstituted \textit{EcFeoC}</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.00012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>2.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaved reconstituted \textit{KpFeoC}</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.00010</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
<td>-4.772</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The least-squares fitting parameter (see Materials and Methods) \(^b\)Coordination number \(^c\)Bond length \(^d\)Debye-Waller factor \(^e\)Photoelectron energy threshold
**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1.** The Feo system and the structure of *E. coli* FeoC. **A.** The arrangement of the *feo* operon in *E. coli* K-12, which encodes for three proteins: FeoA, FeoB, FeoC. FeoAp represents the location of the FeoA promoter. To emphasize the co-transcription of the components of the *feo* operon, the physical layout of neighboring genes such as a putative RNA-binding protein (encoded by *yhgF*) and a downstream nuclease (encoded by *rpna*) is included. **B.** Cartoon of the Feo system in *E. coli*. FeoA (red) and FeoC (green) are small cytosolic proteins that may function as regulatory accessories to control ferrous (Fe$^{2+}$) iron transport. Movement of ferrous iron across a cellular membrane is accomplished by the large, polytopic membrane protein FeoB (purple). Hydrolysis of GTP to GDP within the N-terminal soluble GTP-binding domain of FeoB (NFeoB, teal) is thought to regulate opening and closing of FeoB, but it is unknown whether this process is driven in an active or facilitated manner. **C.** Lowest-energy NMR conformer of *Ec*FeoC (PDB ID 1XN7). Labeled regions are: the helix-turn-helix (HTH) motif and the unstructured wing region that contains four Cys residues (Cys$_{56}$, Cys$_{61}$, Cys$_{64}$ and Cys$_{70}$) involved in [Fe-S] cluster binding. The labels “N” and “C” represent the amino and carboxy termini, respectively.

**Figure 2.** Construct design and purification of *Ec*FeoC. **A.** Because of poor native expression, *Ec*FeoC was expressed as a maltose-binding protein (MBP; salmon) fusion (MBP-*Ec*FeoC). On the N-terminus is encoded an additional (His)$_6$ tag (purple) for orthogonal purification. Preceding the *Ec*FeoC portion of the polypeptide (green) is an encoded TEV protease cleavage site. **B.** Cleaved, purified *Ec*FeoC is monomeric ($\approx 9000$ g/mol, 9 kDa) based on its gel-filtration retention volume on Superdex 75. The compared standards ($K_{av}$ versus log MW, linearity $R^2$=0.97) are: blue dextran (void), alcohol dehydrogenase (150000 g/mol, 150 kDa), bovine serum albumin (66000
g/mol, 66 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (29000 g/mol, 29 kDa), cytochrome c (12000 g/mol, 12 kDa), and aprotinin (6500 g/mol, 6.5 kDa). C. SDS-PAGE analysis (acrylamide mass fraction of 15 %, left panel) and Tris-tricine gel analysis (gradient of acrylamide mass fraction from 10 % to 20 %, right panel), demonstrating EcFeoC purity after cleavage and SEC. Black arrows indicate the location of the purified EcFeoC. A small amount of dimeric EcFeoC (∼18000 g/mol, 18 kDa) is observed in the Tris-tricine analysis at high protein concentration, but this dimeric species is only observed after freeze-thawing of the protein and cannot be dissociated by sample boiling.

**Figure 3.** Electronic absorption spectroscopy of EcFeoC species suggests the presence of [Fe-S] clusters. A. Absorption spectrum of the MBP-EcFeoC fusion protein aerobically isolated. B. Absorption spectrum of the cleaved apo EcFeoC protein. C. Absorption spectrum of the cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC protein. Solutions were kept at room temperature in a UV-transparent cuvette, and protein concentrations were generally 1 μmol/L to 20 μmol/L. Sample A was in MBP elution buffer, sample B was in TEV cleavage buffer, and sample C was in anaerobic reconstitution buffer (see Materials and Methods). Absorption data are normalized to the most intense band corresponding to the protein absorbance (280 nm), and each inset displays the full spectrum of each sample.

**Figure 4.** X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) indicates the presence of [Fe-S] clusters in EcFeoC. Fe K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and Fourier transforms of MBP-EcFeoC (A) and anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC (B). For ease of interpretation, data are graphed as Fourier transform amplitude versus distance (R) in Å, where 1 Å = 0.1 nm. Black traces represent the experimental data, and red traces represent the simulations. Parameters used to
generate the simulated spectra are listed in Table 1. Sample A was in 25 mmol/L Tris buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L maltose, 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v)), and 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v)). Sample B was in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L DTT, and 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v)).

**Figure 5.** Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy indicates the identity of the observed [Fe-S] clusters in EcFeoC. Continuous-wave (CW) X-band EPR spectra of MBP-EcFeoC as-isolated (A), MBP-EcFeoC reduced with sodium dithionite (B), cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC (C), and cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC reduced with sodium dithionite (D). Samples A and B were in 25 mmol/L Tris buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L maltose, 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v) ethylene glycol), and 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5% (v/v) glycerol) ± 1 mmol/L sodium dithionite, respectively. Samples C and D were in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L DTT, and 3.6 mol/L ethylene glycol (20% (v/v) ethylene glycol) ± 1 mmol/L sodium dithionite, respectively. Samples A and C are plotted on identical scales, and samples B and D are plotted on identical scales. Spectral parameters were as follows: (A) 20 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 117.19 ms, microwave power = 9.5 mW, 4 scans (B) 20 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 87.89 ms, microwave power = 9.5 mW, 16 scans (C) 6 K, modulation amplitude = 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points; conversion time = 117.19 ms, microwave power = 4.7 mW, 1 scan (D) 6 K, modulation amplitude 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 87.89 ms, microwave power = 1.9 mW, 16 scans. A cavity
contaminant marked by an asterisk (*) at \( \approx 335 \text{ mT} \) \((g \approx 2.005)\) was observed even after background subtraction in all spectra.

**Figure 6.** The [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster of EcFeoC is rapidly oxygen sensitive. **A.** Representative time course spectra of cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC reacting with air-saturated buffer. Spectra were taken every 6 s (black, dotted) immediately after buffer mixing until reactivity stopped \((\approx 5 \text{ min})\). The [4Fe-4S]^{2+} spectral features (goldenrod) are rapidly lost and the appearance of the [2Fe-2S]^{2+} spectral features rapidly appear (purple). The inset represents the plots of the two species before (goldenrod) and after (purple) reaction. The sample was in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, and 1 mmol/L TCEP at room temperature. **B.** Representative plot of the kinetic decay of the absorbance feature at 400 nm (closed circles), characteristic of the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster, and its fitted simulation (black dashed line), revealing a \( k_{obs} \) of \((0.037 \pm 0.010) \text{ s}^{-1} \) and a \( t_{1/2} \) of \((19 \pm 4.8) \text{ s} \) when averaged over three replicates.

**Figure 7.** KpFeoC also binds a redox-active, oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S] cluster. **A.** Absorption spectrum of the cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted KpFeoC protein. Conditions were the same in Figure 3C. **B.** Fe EXAFS and Fourier transforms of anaerobically reconstituted KpFeoC. Conditions were the same as in Figure 4B. **C.** CW X-band EPR spectrum of cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted KpFeoC reduced with sodium dithionite. Sample conditions were the same as in Figure 5D. Data collection parameters were as follows: 10 K, modulation amplitude 0.5 mT, modulation frequency = 100 kHz, 1024 points, conversion time = 58.59 ms, microwave power = 0.47 mW, 16 scans. A cavity contaminant marked by an asterisk (*) at \( \approx 335 \text{ mT} \) \((g \approx 2.005)\) was observed even after background subtraction in all spectra. **D.** Representative time
course spectra of cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted KpFeoC reacting with air-saturated buffer. Spectra were taken every 6 s (black, dotted) immediately after buffer mixing until reactivity stopped. The [4Fe-4S]^{2+} spectral features (goldenrod) are rapidly lost and the appearance of the [2Fe-2S]^{2+} spectral features rapidly appear (purple). The inset represents the plot of the kinetic decay of the absorbance feature at 400 nm (closed circles), characteristic of the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster, and its fitted simulation (black dashed line), revealing a $k_{obs}$ of $(0.030 \pm 0.020)$ s$^{-1}$ and a $t_{1/2}$ of $(34 \pm 15)$ s when averaged over three replicates.

**Figure 8.** EcFeoC does not dimerize in the presence of the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster. Representative dynamic light scattering (DLS) data of apo (dashed) and [4Fe-4S]^{2+}-bound forms (solid) of EcFeoC plotted as number (A), volume (B), or intensity (C) versus globular diameter, clearly demonstrating the cluster-bound form assumes a more compact shape than the apo form of EcFeoC. Samples were in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, and 1 mmol/L DTT at room temperature.

**Figure 9.** The observed forms of the redox-active, oxygen-sensitive cluster in EcFeoC. Under strictly anaerobic conditions (such as those that may be operative within E. coli during anaerobic growth), a [4Fe-4S]^{2+/+} cluster is observed. Upon reaction with oxygen-replete buffer, the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} rapidly decays to a [2Fe-2S]^{2+} cluster. After prolonged exposure to oxygen, a rubredoxin-like decay product (*i.e.*, [Fe^{3+}(Cys)$_4$]) is observed. Unlike FNR, we have yet to observe a [3Fe-4S]^{+0} cluster bound to EcFeoC (indicated by the presence of brackets), but we surmise the transformation from [4Fe-4S]^{2+} to [2Fe-2S]^{2+} contains this transient species. This oxygen-
responsive cluster disassembly may represent the behavior EcFeoC undergoes \textit{in vivo} during the organism’s transition from anaerobic growth to aerobic growth.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Figure S1. The purification and cleavage of the MBP-EcFeoC fusion. A. SDS-PAGE analysis (acrylamide mass fraction of 15%) of the intact and cleaved forms of MBP-EcFeoC. MW: molecular weight marker lane; lane 1: purified MBP-EcFeoC fusion; lane 2: cleavage mixture of MBP-EcFeoC after treatment with TEV protease; lanes 3-5: Superdex 75 SEC fractions; lane 6: empty; lane 7: final purified, concentrated cleaved EcFeoC. B. Superdex 75 size-exclusion chromatogram of the cleavage mixture in panel A, lane 2. V: void volume; 3: panel A, lane 3 (protein aggregate); 4: panel A, lane 4 ((His)_6-MBP); 5: panel A, lane 5 (cleaved EcFeoC prior to concentrating).
**Figure S2.** Far-UV circular dichroism spectrum of cleaved, apo EcFeoC. Protein (0.1 mg/mL) was contained within in a UV-transparent quartz cuvette in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; 0.137 mol/L NaCl, 0.0027 mol/L KCl, 0.01 mol/L Na$_2$HPO$_4$, 0.0018 mol/L KH$_2$PO$_4$, pH 7.4) at room temperature. The shown spectrum represents the average of 5 spectra.
Figure S3. Electronic absorption spectra of as-isolated MBP-EcFeoC prior (blue spectrum) and after (black spectrum) the addition of sodium dithionite. Samples were at room temperature in 25 mmol/L Tris buffer, pH 7.5, 200 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/L maltose, and 0.7 mol/L glycerol (5 % (v/v) without (blue) or with (black) 1 mmol/L sodium dithionite.
Figure S4. Room temperature electronic absorption spectrum of [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$-bound to cleaved, anaerobically-reconstituted EcFeoC. Molar absorptivity values are calculated as mM$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$ per molar equivalent iron.
Figure S5. The [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster of EcFeoC is rapidly oxygen sensitive. **A.** Representative time course spectra of cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted EcFeoC reacting upon the exposure to ambient atmosphere. Spectra were taken every 6 s (for clarity, only spectra every 30 s are displayed black and dotted) immediately after exposure of the previously anaerobic sample to air until reactivity stopped (≈ 15 min). The [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ spectral features (goldenrod) are rapidly lost and the appearance of the [2Fe-2S]$^{2+}$ spectral features rapidly appear (purple). The inset represents the plots of the two species before (goldenrod) and after (purple) reaction. The sample was in 50 mmol/L MOPS buffer, pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, and 1 mmol/L TCEP at room temperature. **B.** Representative plot of the kinetic decay of the absorbance feature at 400 nm (closed circles), characteristic of the [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$ cluster. The presence of a lag phase (≈ 0 min to 6 min) and two separate kinetic phases (≈ 6 min to 10 min and ≈ 10 to 14 min) are seen, but these may be due to the limited diffusion of O$_2$ into degassed buffer.
**Figure S6.** The purification and cleavage of the MBP-\textit{KpFeoC} fusion. Tris-tricine gel analysis (gradient of acrylamide mass fraction from 10 \% to 20 \%, right panel), demonstrating \textit{KpFeoC} purity after cleavage and SEC. MW: molecular weight marker lane; lane 1: purified MBP-\textit{KpFeoC} fusion; lane 2: cleavage mixture of MBP-\textit{KpFeoC} after treatment with TEV protease; lane 3: monomeric, cleaved \textit{KpFeoC} after SEC on Superdex 75; lane 4: final concentrated monomeric, cleaved \textit{KpFeoC}.
**Figure S7.** Electronic absorption spectra of as-isolated MBP-*Kp*FeoC prior to enzymatic cleavage.

Sample conditions were the same as in Figure S3.
Figure S8. EPR spectroscopy indicates the identity of several of the observed [Fe-S] clusters in *Kp*FeoC. CW X-band EPR spectra of MBP-*Kp*FeoC as-isolated (A), MBP-*Kp*FeoC reduced with sodium dithionite (B), and cleaved and anaerobically-reconstituted *Kp*FeoC prior to reduction with sodium dithionite (C). Data collection parameters were similar to those in Figure 5. A cavity contaminant marked by an asterisk (*) at ≈ 335 mT (g ≈ 2.005) was observed even after background subtraction in all spectra.
**Figure S9.** Room temperature electronic absorption spectrum of [4Fe-4S]$^{2+}$-bound to cleaved, anaerobically reconstituted *KpFeoC*. Molar absorptivity values are calculated as mM$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$ per molar equivalent iron.
Figure S10. KpFeoC also does not dimerize in the presence of the [4Fe-4S]^{2+} cluster. Representative dynamic light scattering (DLS) data of apo (gray dashed) and [4Fe-4S]^{2+}-bound forms (solid) of KpFeoC plotted as number (top panel), volume (middle panel), or intensity (bottom panel) versus globular diameter.
**Figure S11.** After oxidation of the \([4\text{Fe-4S}]^{2+}\) cluster to the \([2\text{Fe-2S}]^{2+}\) cluster and filtration, *EcFeoC* remains monomeric \((\approx 9000 \text{ g/mol, 9 kDa})\) based on its gel-filtration retention volume on Superdex 75.